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San José Mogote is a 60-70 ha Formative site in the northern Valley of Oaxaca, 
Mexico, which was occupied for a thousand years before the city of Monte Albán 
was founded.

The University of Michigan is publishing the final site report on San José Mogote 
in three volumes: Volume 1 (Excavations at San José Mogote 1: The Household 
Archaeology), published in 2005, described the household archaeology; Volume 
2 documents the cognitive archaeology; and Volume 3 will explain the mortuary 
archaeology.

Excavations at San José Mogote 2: The Cognitive Archaeology (2015) deals with 
every building and feature that can shed light on indigenous ritual, religion, and 
political ideology. Filling 432 pages and utilizing more than 400 photographs and 
line drawings, this book describes in detail more than 35 public buildings, including 
men’s houses, one-room temples, a performance platform, two-room state temples, 
a ballcourt, and two types of palaces. These new empirical data allow the authors to 
reconstruct the evolution of complex Zapotec state religion from the simpler ritual 
features and buildings of Oaxaca’s earliest sedentary communities. 

For a limited time, Excavations at 
San José Mogote 2: The Cognitive 
Archaeology is available at a reduced 
price of $30. (List price is $45.) Some 
readers may want to purchase both 
volumes. They are available as a set for 
$60 ($30 off the list price of $90).

Excavations at San JosÉ Mogote 2
The Cognitive archaeology

by Kent V. Flannery and Joyce Marcus

Special 2-Volume Discount! 
San José Mogote 1 and 2

for $60
Save $30! 

[Memoir 58, 8½ × 11 inches; 432 
pages; more than 400 illustrations]
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